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The Knocked Up PlanCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2017

	There are three little words most guys don’t want to hear on the first date. Not those...I mean these... “knock me up.”

	This single gal has had enough of the games, the BS and the endless chase. I know what I want most, and it’s not true love. It’s a bun in the oven,and I’m not afraid to hit...


		

The Definitive Guide to Firebase: Build Android Apps on Google's Mobile PlatformApress, 2017

	Plan how to build a better app, grow it into a business, and earn money from your hard work using Firebase. In this book, Laurence Moroney, Staff Developer Advocate at Google, takes you through each of the 15 Firebase technologies, showing you how to use them with concrete examples. You’ll see how to build cross-platform...


		

Game Audio Development with Unity 5.XPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Explore the basics of audio development in Unity to create spatial sound, mixing, effects, composition, adaptive audio and more.
	
		Leverage the Audio Mixer of Unity 5.x to create blockbuster sound and music for your game.
	
		Learn about developing professional audio for games with...







		

Quick Clojure: Effective Functional ProgrammingApress, 2017

	Get up to speed with Clojure in this quick and practical primer. You'll learn the nuts and bolts of functional programming, data structures, sequences, destructuring, pattern matching, polymorphism, concurrency, conventions, and more. Author Mark McDonnell talks about organization with namespaces; how to change the language via macros;...

		

Beginning Adobe Experience Design: Quickly Design and Prototype Websites and Mobile AppsApress, 2017

	Render high quality designs and interactive prototypes of web sites and mobile apps using Adobe XD's powerful drawing and layout tools. This book provides an in-depth look at XD and shows you how to quickly get up-to-speed to simplify these processes with intuitive design tools and a powerful prototyping...


		

Assessing and Improving Prediction and Classification: Theory and Algorithms in C++Apress, 2017

	Assess the quality of your prediction and classification models in ways that accurately reflect their real-world performance, and then improve this performance using state-of-the-art algorithms such as committee-based decision making, resampling the dataset, and boosting.  This book presents many important techniques for building...






		

Privileged Attack Vectors: Building Effective Cyber-Defense Strategies to Protect OrganizationsApress, 2017

	See how privileges, passwords, vulnerabilities, and exploits can be combined as an attack vector and breach any organization. Cyber attacks continue to increase in volume and sophistication. It is not a matter of if, but when, your organization will be breached. Attackers target the perimeter network, but, in recent years,...


		

WordPress For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2017

	The bestselling guide to WordPress—fully updated


	Updated to capture all the changes expected to come with the latest release of WordPress, the brand-new edition of this bestselling guide gives you an all-access pass to using this powerful publishing platform to get your very own blog or website up and running—in...


		

Boost C++ Application Development Cookbook - Second Edition: Recipes to simplify your application developmentPackt Publishing, 2017

	Learn to build applications faster and better by leveraging the real power of Boost and C++


	About This Book

	
		Learn to use the Boost libraries to simplify your application development
	
		Learn to develop high quality, fast and portable applications
	
		Learn the relations between...







		

Internet of Things and Data Analytics HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	
		This book examines the Internet of Things (IoT) and Data Analytics from a technical, application, and business point of view. 

	
		Internet of Things and Data Analytics Handbook describes essential technical knowledge, building blocks, processes, design principles, implementation, and marketing...



		

The Self-Taught Programmer: The Definitive Guide to Programming ProfessionallyIndependent Publishers Group, 2017

	I am a self-taught programmer. After a year of self-study, I learned to program well enough to land a job as a software engineer II at eBay. Once I got there, I realized I was severely under-prepared. I was overwhelmed by the amount of things I needed to know but hadn't learned yet. My journey learning to program, and my experience at my...


		

3D Printed Science Projects Volume 2: Physics, Math, Engineering and Geology ModelsApress, 2017

	
		Learn physics, engineering, and geology concepts usually seen in high school and college in an easy, accessible style.

	
		This second volume addresses these topics for advanced science fair participants or those who just like reading about and understanding science. 3D Printed Science Project Volume...
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